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Game Changers: Transformational 
Changes are happening for Parking

� Parking: hotter topic than ever before

� Sustainability/smart growth

� Demographic and cultural shifts 

� Global insights

� “Peak Cars”

� Even more “disruptive” technologies are 
coming

Parking has changed more in last 10 years

than in my first 28 in industry.



Increased vehicle ownership is CURRENT driver of 

parking issues throughout world

It is closely tied to per capita income/GDP



China...“from the bicycle kingdom a decade 

ago, to the world’s largest parking lot”

Wall Street Journal, August 24, 2010

http://szurbanplanning.wordpress.com/category/parking/photos-parking-in-china/#jp-
carousel-156



Ancient countries have had much more 

trouble dealing with rapidly increasing cars

For example Egypt:

http://cgi.stanford.edu/~group-ccr/mt/mt-tb.cgi/263

http://muslimmatters.org/2010/10/14/on-the-
egyptian-road-again-the-trials-of-cairo-traffic/

http://lettershometoyou.wordpress.com/category/tourism/page/2/

http://whazzupegypt.blogspot.com/2010/03/parking-for-egyptians-only.html



Parking is big topic in US



Parking: is it really the root of all evil?

� Parking: The Great American Planning Disaster

Donald Shoup, High Cost of Free Parking

� Green parking is an oxymoron
http://www.nbm.org/about-us/national-building-museum-online/green-garages.html

� USGBC no longer will consider parking facilities for LEED 
http://www.leeduser.com/topic/leed-certifications-parking-garages-no-longer-allowed

� “Parking--perhaps the most disruptive and nonproductive 

component of our contemporary landscapes”
Rahul Mehrotra, Professor Harvard University As quoted in Rethinking the Lot, Eron Ben Joseph

� Michael Eisner re: all urban planning & development:

“Form follows parking”
Russ Rymer “Back to the Future: Disney Reinvents the Company Town” Harpers October 96 pp 65-76

The big complaint: 

Parking reduces density and causes sprawl

http://www.leeduser.com/topic/leed-certifications-parking-garages-no-longer-allowed


Density matters to sustainability….

But so does price of gasoline and parking

Graphic: P Newman, JR Kenworthy; Gasoline consumption and cities: a comparison of US cities with a global survey , Journal of the American Planning Association, 1989
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But is the auto… and parking…

responsible for urban density today? 



The real cause of sprawl? The American Dream: 
Live in biggest house with biggest yard you can afford.

The auto just facilitated it.

Subdivisions
http://blog.michellekaufmann.com/?p=374

McMansions
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Luxury_Home_USA.jpg

Shopping Centers
http://simon.com/about_simon/leasing/LocalMall.aspx?id=162

Offices and Jobs
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Luxury_Home_USA.jpg



Another manifestation of anti-parking bias: 
Park(ing) day®

Poster and photo courtesy of Rebar Group



Which has morphed into Parklets

Photo courtesy Wikipedia

http://sfpavementtoparks.sfplanning.org/

docs/SF_P2P_Parklet_Manual_1.0_FULL.pdf

http://sfpavementtoparks.sfplanning.org/


This is being touted as great shared use, 

but it is not appropriate shared use 

Parking spaces taken out of service 

when parking in highest demand

For the cost of this facility, underground parking could have been 

built with architecturally-great destinations above grade.

Photos: Wikipedia



This is appropriate shared use of parking

http://www.highcountrypress.com/weekly/2011/03-24-11/watauga-farmers-market.htm



So… let’s get back to the future

What the futurists say: 

yet more 

transformational changes 

are coming



Millennials and Baby Boomers:

Driving future trends

Millennials aka Gen Y: 

+/- 1982 to 2000-4

25 to 30% of US Pop

Baby Boomers:

1946-64

26% of US Pop



Was: Americans love cars 

and will never change

Is: Millennials want smart 

phones, not cars

50s Cadillac Eldorado

All car images except Expedition: 

http://www.truckchamp.com/pages/60-iconic-classic-cars

60s Dodge Charger

80s Dodge Minivan70s Dodge Charger

90s Ford Expedition

10s ZipCar



Millennials don’t embrace car culture

“Update: Percentage of Young Persons with a Driver’s License Continues to Drop” M Sivac and B 
Schoettle, Traffic Injury Prevention, Vol 13 Issue 4 2012



RCLCO studies re urban living TODAY

� 88% of Americans born after 1980 want urban living

� 1/3 of total market wants to live in smart growth setting

� Even 20% of households with children today prefer 
urban settings

� Households are changing and getting smaller

http://www.rclco.com/archivepdf/general_Jun232008345_Growing_Demand_for_Walkable_Places.pdf



Among their recommendations: 

“Development community should continue to push hard 

to reduce parking requirements” for housing

RCLCO Advisory Newsletter 12/2012



US Population Growth Projections 

� 29% increase by 2050

� Only 0.64% compounded annually

� BUT…household size is declining

� Which means 38 million more households by 2050

� More than all homes in UK, France and Canada, combined!

� Most demographers expect vast majority to be urban 
households

� Most of net growth is immigrants, more likely to go to urban 
areas

� Passing of Baby Boomers

� Preferences for urban living, smarter growth



See the slope difference after 2010???

Chicago/Cook County:             1.33 x rate in 1990-2010

Indy/Marion County:           0.74 x ;   <1 = slower growth 



Another significant demographic problem:

Aging of Baby Boomers

� Vast majority want to stay 
in same home 

� 2015: 15.5 million > 65 live 
in areas with little or no 
transit

� 80% suburbs or rural areas

� In Atlanta, 90% no transit

� Recommendations:

� Fund/subsidize more transit

� Improve walkability to transit 



Other forces: the internet world
Patrick J Kiger, “Imagining Land Use in 2063”  Urban  Land 

March/April 2013)

� Telecommuting 

� Less need to travel to conduct business 

� In turn, less need to be close to customers

� More “free lancers” & “consultants” and less 
permanent staff

� On-line vs bricks and mortar retail reduces driving to 
some extent

� On-line education…how much impact? 

Overall, knowledge economy makes social interaction 
more, not less important



In fact, Knowledge Economy may be 

morphing into the Experience Economy

� On-line shopping countered by “experience” retailing

� The “shopping center” as conceived in the 50s may be dead, 
but…

� Apple® stores are proof that experience retail works

� Dining and entertainment are already the new anchors 

� Mixed uses approaching the norm not the exception

� ULI Study just released: Gen Y: Shopping and 

Entertainment in the Digital Age

� Millennials LIKE to shop experience retailing

� Multi-channel purchasers but often do final purchase at store

� Shopping is a social experience; often dine out same trip

� Tourism will become even bigger driver of retail/ 
dining/entertainment and downtowns than today



Globally, MORE “smarter parking” than US

Example: 26 blocks in Downtown Doha

Podium development with 10,000 spaces underground

Qatar “white house”

Graphics courtesy Msheireb Properties 



The contrarians: 

� School “dilemma” for young parents

� Will Millennials stay in the center city?

� Is mid to high rise living the best quality of life?

� New Urbanists: “traditional neighborhoods” (1920-40s)

• Individual homes, smaller lots, smaller towns, more “walkability”

� Climatopolis predicts population shift from coasts to 
upper midwest and west

� Climate change, scarcity of resources, closer to food sources

� Arup (London) predicts clusters of mixed-use “new 
towns” scattered across rural areas, with high speed 
rail links

� Some clusters would be medical or educational

Source:  Patrick J Kiger, “Imagining Land Use in 2063”  Urban  Land March/April 2013



Okay, so what is “peak cars”

� In 1990’s talk was “auto saturation” in US

� Ever-increasing rate of vehicles per capita will plateau

� Happened in 2004 in US

� Now the talk is “peak cars” but some variation in term

� Cars per capita

• US started going down in 2007 (BEFORE recession)

� Use, generally in miles traveled  per capita

• Going down now too!

� Total cars (absolute numbers)

• EVEN with population growth

• BIG deal to auto industry!

� Total miles driven (absolute numbers)

� Some countries may be at peak cars now

� Britain



Pace of Change of Technology

� “Half life” of knowledge in technology is six months

� As technology advances…it resembles “leap frog”

Graphic courtesy webweaver.nu



One study regarding electric cars…

National Academy of Sciences (12/09)

• “Realistic” projection for PHEV and EVs: 

– 13 million= on the road 2030 

5% of vehicles but ONLY with subsidy

All 13 million plus all those sold next 10 years

that won’t be on the road in 2030!

• And at 5%. PHEVs and EVs: 

will not significantly impact 

oil consumption or carbon emissions 

before 2030

IPI 5/20: Dr. Tillemann (DOE) said assumptions about 
battery cost and fuel prices in this study are outdated

Photo Courtesy Charge Point



A new study by Carnegie Mellon

January 2013
� Plug In Hybrid Electric Vehicle (PHEV) (hybrid 

gas/electric), with larger battery and longer range 
(than today) is more cost-effective route to 
electrification of cars than:

� 100% Electric like Nissan Leaf

and

� Investing in recharging infrastructure (other than 
residential, at home, at night)

� Use battery for daily trips and gas for long trips

� Type III DC fast charging not viable solution for long 
trips. 30 minute stop every 60 to 100 miles

� US stimulus dollars are not being spent on best solution 

to achieve electrification of cars.



“New” natural gas reserves are changing some 

views of “foreign oil dependency” and 

sustainability too 

� Natural gas reserve estimate increased 26% from 2010 to 2012

� More US-produced gasoline: market prices may not increase or 
fluctuate as much

� Natural gas (CNG) could impact EV penetration of cars and SUVs

� Not much more cost-effective than EVs

• Same purchase premium as EV; some tax-credit subsidies available

• Systems now available to refuel at home

• Half the fuel cost of gasoline, much better for environment

� MUCH LONGER RANGE than EV

• Requires pumps at gas stations for long trips

� May be better ecologically for states with abundant natural 
gas and/or coal-generated electricity to go CNG instead

• West Virginia

http://www.businessweek.com/articles/2013-05-02/why-natural-gas-powered-vehicles-are-catching-on



Will car batteries be significantly more cost 

effective by 2020?

Or maybe liquid nitrogen?

“Nitrogen cycle: Difference Engine: End of the electric car?” 
Oct 15, 2012 The Economist

http://www.fueleconomy.gov/feg/fuelcell.shtml

Will hydrogen fuel cells be commercially viable 

by 2020?



So what does that mean?

� Stick with current recommendations for 
electric vehicles vehicle recharging

� Employee parking: Bring in power for 5% of spaces, 
ramp up slowly as usage increases

• Most may be “topping off” with 3-4 hrs on Type 1 charger

– Doesn’t waste stall when just topping off. 

� Visitor parking: expect topping off for 30 minutes to 
an hour, probably Type II.

� More at residential, depending on how urban it is

• 5-20% power supply, ramp up chargers as needed 

� Type III may only be at highway rest stops



What other things might leap frog over 

what we are doing now?

� New vehicle ownership models by 2015

� Purchase or lease of small fuel efficient or electric 
vehicle for every day use will include “free” use of 
other vehicles xx days a year 

• Sedan, pickup truck, van

Will allow significant shift

to smaller /electric/

fuel efficient vehicles



Any other game changers?

• KPMG Study: Driver-less cars using 
telematics “REVOLUTION”

• Personal Rapid Transit
– In development since 1970s

– Now in service at Masdar City Abu Dhabi, 
Heathrow airport

– On guideway like monorail; can retrofit in 
center-city

– Driverless

– On demand, non-stop to destination

– But still preprogrammed stations 



Driverless cars?

� Yes, really 

� Suddenly there is buzz in transportation circles 

� All manufacturers are doing some things with 
“telematics”

� Parallel parking

� Synchronous cruise control

� Crash avoidance

� Lane departure warning 

� Blind spot detection that alerts drivers to cars 



Ford expects to sell “traffic jam assist” self-driving 

vehicles by 2017

� Using current technologies

� Capable of platoon-driving on freeways

� But only on limited access freeways, no peds or 
bicycles or animals, and well marked lanes

� MUCH safer than human drivers if perfected

� If 1/4 cars has it, travel times reduced by 37% and 
delays by 20%

http://www.extremetech.com/extreme/132147-ford-self-driving-cars-2017

Ford CEO predicts

fully driverless cars by 2025



To quote Extreme Tech: 

“Self-driving Google cars: 300,000 miles, 0 crashes —

if only your PC was as stable”

� Hurdles yet to be surmounted

� Any lane marking visibility problem 
• snow, construction, wear, fog

� Animals, pedestrians…but  research is close to solving
• Computer react faster than people!

� Claims will release technology to manufacturers in 3-5 yrs

http://www.extremetech.com

/extreme/134262

http://www.extremetech.com/


So okay, driver-less cars are coming, 

but how does that affect us

and

why does every article about self-driving cars 

mention parking reduction as a MAJOR benefit?



How many of you have heard of UBER?



Multiple sources:

Autonomous cars will provide better 

mobility for lower cost than owning car

� Average car in US parked 23 hours every day

� Why pay $20,000….$30,000….$40,000 for a car? Plus 
insurance plus gas plus maintenance

� Cost to operate taxi in NY is about $4 per mile. 

� Autonomous but conventional size/gas vehicle would 
cost $0.50 per mile to operate 

With subscription service, 15 shared cars that don’t park

can replace 100 private vehicles that do park

Source: “Transforming Personal Mobility” The Earth Institute , Jan 27, 2013



“Transforming Personal Mobility” The Earth Institute , Jan 27, 2013

The reason autonomous vehicles could be 

the BIG game changer: COST EFFECTIVE

Ann Arbor MI can support fleet of 18,000 subscription

cars to replace cars used…and parked… by 120,000 people

(locals who drive less than 70 miles/day= 43% pop)



Special Purpose Vehicles at 15 cents/mi?

Smaller, electric or fuel efficient

MIT Smart Cities research team's car. 

Image: Franco Vairani/MIT Department of Architecture

Smart and other 
Mini Cars

Electric Mini Cars 



Remember all that demographic stuff???

Per KPMG and many others, by 2025 potentially 
significant users of subscription driverless shared vehicles:

� Young urban dwellers 

� can text and drive safely!

� Commuters: 

� Similar to rail (work/read/relax) but door to door, on demand

� Aging baby boomers able to retain independence 
and mobility when driving becomes difficult

� Driverless car picks up, take to grocery store, doctor 

� Solves suburban if not rural problem without expensive mass 
transit



Might autonomous cars be leapfrogged by 

something else?

Image: Wikipedia

By�the�way,�2012�was�50th anniversary�of�the�show



Flying cars are here….

Terrifugia Transition licensed by 
FAA to fly and land on roads

Source: 
http://www.csmonitor.com/Science/2010/0629/Flying-
Car-just-like-the-Jetsons-gets-green-light-from-FAA

Hyundai demonstrated this flying 
concept car for commuting at a 
tech challenge this spring

Source:

http://www.suasnews.com/2013/04/22397/hyundais-
flying-car-manned-hexadecagon/

http://www.csmonitor.com/Science/2010/0629/


But the latest buzz? Drones

� Report that France is delivering newspapers  by 
drone

� April 1 hoax

� Another report: company will deliver beer cans by 
drone at a South African music festival this summer 

� But they are coming
� Expected to be primarily commercial 

� Companies are  already formed

� Congress law: FAA to issue regulations by 2015

http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2012/03/23

http://tacocopter.com/

http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2012/03/23/tacocopter-startup-delivers-tacos-by-unmanned-drone-helicopter_n_1375842.html




There are parking applications 

even if drones won’t replace private cars 

� Walker is beta-testing drone 

� Expected applications:

� Parking counts

� Traffic studies

� Restoration surveys 

“Hawkeye”



So what are implications of all of these 

game changers for parking?
� Much more density, growth in primary and urban cities

� Even more mixed uses and transit oriented development

� YES there will be new parking constructed
• If urban, nearly all structured and probably mostly underground

� But proportionately more residential pkg and less at other uses

� Universities, hospitals will also see reduced demand

� Airports will need more terminal curb, less parking

� All uses will need more pick/drop areas

� Potential reuse of on-street parking

� Less parking needed than have now for existing:

� Residential

� Commercial Uses

� Hospitals, Universities, Airports



It’s NOT gloom and doom,

there is opportunity for all of us!

� Repurposing existing on-street parking, surface lots, 
garages including teardowns, without replacement

� More opportunity for automated parking as urban 
small parcel residential is an ideal use

� Proportionately more new parking will be urban and 
paid rather than free surface suburban parking

� Our industry relies on the paid and/or structured stuff

� More complicated design 

� More complicated management with limited, shared 
parking through nesting etc.



The dilemma for us today:

right-sizing what we do in next ten years

� Parking structures built to last 50 years or more

� Restricted parking for single uses, especially residential

� Parking financing with 20 year or longer term 

� Parking privatization leases of 20 or more years

We already need serious research into reduction of 
parking needed today for transit-oriented development!



Thank you…Any questions?
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